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DPA Lockdown Newsletter 2 – support for families  

Friday 5th February 2021 

Principals’ Welcome  

There is no doubt that there are signs of a more co-ordinated national response and an improving 
picture. This is a significant moment in our fight of this virus, and we will continue to play our part and, 
where necessary, make DPA-specific arrangements over and above national guidelines. Safety remains 
our priority and an important message for anyone who attends the academy. Many of us believe and 
are beginning to feel that we are potentially at the turning point in our fight against COVID-19 and we 
are here because we have been doing the right thing.   

Whatever, and wherever we are and no matter whether we have tested negative or been vaccinated, 
we must continue to support each other and observe the guidance. Chris Whitty’s plea to behave as 
though you were carrying the virus is a stark but helpful image and one that will remain good advice 
for some time to come.  

We are delighted that a growing number of vulnerable and key worker children are on site with us 
every day. Our skeleton staff rota can cover the current provision, but we are ever mindful of how 
many people are on site or moving around the community and more importantly, who lives in their 
homes. 

Our support of students to have access to the internet or ICT devices has now reached over 110 
families, which is 10% of our cohort. This is a significant and successful intervention for many of our 
families living in our community. Student engagement has been remarkable and students across all 
years are showing great maturity, resilience, and independence during this phase of remote learning. 
We are delighted that over 1000 students are now regularly being nominated and recognised for their 
efforts. This is fantastic and we should all be celebrating this during these difficult times. 

Finally, we hope you are as impressed as we are from the articles in this newsletter and those that are 
regularly sent out via our Twitter account. Our community of students, your children and all the staff 
who are currently going above and beyond to ensure that our remote learning provision is the best it 
can possibly be during another national lockdown – we thank you. 

As parents ourselves, we empathise with you regarding having to work from home and supervise your 
children, but we are demonstrating every day how strong and how much resilience we have together. 
We cannot thank you enough for stepping up in these most challenging of times and sending in such 
lovely comments to all our staff. 

Our regular and varied communication continues to gather pace with live assemblies running in the 
mornings, academic mentoring and our first Principals’ Webinar last week. This is in addition to the 
fortnightly newsletter, contact via the website and staff email. 

Nick Caulfield                                                                                                                        Chris McNab 

Principal         Associate Principal  

 

Outstanding remote-learning effort 

Remote learning rewards  Our new reward ‘outstanding remote effort’ has led to over 2600 

nominations since its launch at the start of school closure. Students have been nominated for a 

variety of reasons, from submitting excellent assignments to demonstrating great effort during live 

sessions.   The table below gives an overview of points awarded by DPA House.  As can be seen, 

Windsor House is very much leading the way. 
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It is wonderful to see so many students trying so hard and having these efforts recognised by their 

teachers.  There appears to be a very close race emerging between some of our students at DPA, with 

a huge group of students competing to see who can receive the highest number of outstanding remote 

effort awards before half term.  There may be a special prize in store for the top three students as of 

February 12th. 

 

Highest number of outstanding remote effort points by DPA House 

House Student 

Windsor Emily Thavarasa 

Magna Aleena Faizal 

Eton  Chinmayi Lakkundi 

Cliveden Fatema Defairi 

Year 11 - 13 Magda Ziolkowska 

 

Examples of student work 

Our students continue to maintain the highest of standards during this current period of remote 

learning.  Below is a range of work that has been submitted by students at Ditton Park Academy over 

the past two weeks. Each week, teachers upload outstanding class work to a weekly competition.  The 

student with the work that is judged to demonstrate outstanding effort that week receives a £10 

Amazon voucher and a certificate.    Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter as well to see regular updates 

with wonderful examples of students’ work.  The work below was produced by: 

▪ Nachammai Venkatachalam 

▪ Shival Dondi 
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▪ Syed Quadri 
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An Inspiring Student 

This week’s inspiring student is Insha Iqbal in Year 11. Having seen an advert on Year 11 Teams for 

Virtual Work Experience, Insha signed up and has been conducting work experience with ‘Dr OJ’s 

Thursday Surgery’. Insha writes, 

“The work experience is by Pre-Med Projects and 

it’s for 14-19 year olds interested in Biology, 

Science, Healthcare & Medicine. It goes over the 

Emergency Department, Psychiatry, Paediatrics 

and ObGyn – guiding you through real life 

patient cases from symptoms to diagnosis & 

treatment. They give you a fully personalised 

certificate of work experience for 10 hours – 

signed by a practicing NHS doctor. 

I enjoyed this so much – making my lockdown 

more fun and productive, and I am more 

motivated to work for my grades! I will also be 

attending during February, ending up with 20 

hours of Work Experience in Year 11, which 

could also be used for my UCAS Personal 

Statement in the future.  

I have gained a lot of knowledge, not just on the topics but also on how to apply to medical school, 

how to get in, and the life of a doctor – all of which is really important for students considering 

Medicine.” 

Well done Insha! We are so pleased to see how you have taken the initiative here, and look forward 

to seeing more stories of other students taking up careers opportunities during lock-down! 

SEN and GTC Centre  
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Children with special educational needs and disabilities have been particularly vulnerable to the 
sweeping changes that have accompanied the Covid-19 pandemic, in particular the closure of schools.  
In view of the extended time out of school for some of our pupils and the social, emotional changes 
they have experienced, we are adapting our approaches as needed on an individual case by case 
basis.   
  
The SEN and GTC Department offer:  
  
Support with online Education  Our Learning Support Assistants contact each individual student 
weekly and whenever necessary to offer support emotionally and academically. They are 
also available to differentiate assignments, break down tasks and instructions in the SEN Support 
groups we have created on Teams for each year group. Please encourage your child to ask for help 
when they find the work assigned to them too difficult.  
  
Interventions  We offer SEN English and SEN Maths Interventions for each year group and Catch-Up/ 
Drop-in sessions in which we offer support with tasks students may find challenging. We also 
provide Social Skills interventions, encouraging students to communicate and stay connected. 
1:1 sessions take place if a student requires intense support to grasp the content of a particular topic.  
  
Provision for students with Education Healthcare Plans   Some of our students with Educational 
Health Care Plans study in school supported by LSAs, as per government guidance. They are doing 
very well and it is very rewarding to see them able to access learning and feeling happy and content 
with themselves. Therefore, if your child has an EHCP and struggles to learn at home, please contact 
us so that we make the necessary arrangements for your child to attend school.  
  

         
 

SEND Resources for Families  
  
The links below provide activities and support to help you and your family respond to the challenges 
of parenting and caring for teenagers with special educational needs:  
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z72sm39  
https://www.gems4health.com/workshops/  
https://www.autistica.org.uk/what-is-
autism/coronavirus/coping-with-uncertainty  
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-and-
centres/centres/centre-inclusive-
education/homeschooling-children-send  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Parliament 

This week, Student Parliament is thinking about....  

“Saint Valentine’s Day” 

Article written by Emily Thavarasa (Year 10) 

“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not 
dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs” 

1 Corinthians 13:4-8 

 

https://www.sloughfamilyservices.o
rg.uk/kb5/sloughcst/directory/event
.page?id=dD9Yj3HYuTs  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z72sm39
https://www.gems4health.com/workshops/
https://www.autistica.org.uk/what-is-autism/coronavirus/coping-with-uncertainty
https://www.autistica.org.uk/what-is-autism/coronavirus/coping-with-uncertainty
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-and-centres/centres/centre-inclusive-education/homeschooling-children-send
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-and-centres/centres/centre-inclusive-education/homeschooling-children-send
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-and-centres/centres/centre-inclusive-education/homeschooling-children-send
https://www.sloughfamilyservices.org.uk/kb5/sloughcst/directory/event.page?id=dD9Yj3HYuTs
https://www.sloughfamilyservices.org.uk/kb5/sloughcst/directory/event.page?id=dD9Yj3HYuTs
https://www.sloughfamilyservices.org.uk/kb5/sloughcst/directory/event.page?id=dD9Yj3HYuTs
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St Valentine’s Day is celebrated annually on February 14th and is a celebration of both love and 
affection. On this very day, people celebrate loved ones, by sending greeting cards, gifts, chocolate, 
flowers and much more.  Many people associate this day with romantic love, but more importantly, I 
believe this day is about knowing you are loved and cared for. 

For me, this day is about the joy and satisfaction of being blessed with loved ones in our lives, and it 
reminds me to cherish relationships and to celebrate this unity. On this day, the bonds that hold us 
together should be recognised.  This can be a friendship, a family relationship, a partnership or another 
bond you cherish. Most importantly however, we must learn to love ourselves for who we are, in order 
to love one another in the best way we can.  

During these challenging times, we need to learn to make others feel loved. Give them the assurance 
that they have worth. Personally, I have been able to show my love to my family and friends by trying 
to give them the support they need during this pandemic. The challenges we are facing can get quite 
tough at times, but remember there is hope throughout everything.  

You are loved.  Now, show love! 

This week, Student Parliament challenges you to…. 

Make something for a loved one - a best friend, 
parents, siblings or anyone whom you know – to show 

them they are loved. 

DPA Geographers in Lockdown  

DPA’s Geography department has 

proudly outlined examples of 

outstanding work that students have 

been completing in all year groups.  

Year 7 started the New Year completing reports on climate change assessing the 

causes, impacts and management of global warming. The work that was produced 

was of outstanding quality and allowed for lots of creativity, such as this wonderful 

poster from Vedika Dhingra. We have now started a new unit looking at population change in Asia, 

including case studies of Afghanistan, China, India and Japan!  

Year 8 began their year by conducting weather enquiries in their local areas, measuring 

different features of the weather and presenting their findings in unique ways.  Abdullah 

Shaisha took his work to another level, creating an actual weather forecast for the class! This 

year group has now started learning about the Middle East and have begun their enquires 

by exploring how the physical geography of the region has led to lots of challenges, such as 

water scarcity.   

The GCSE cohort have also been very busy. 

Year 9 geographers have started a new topic on 

atmospheric hazards and have been learning best 

revision practices such as dual coding, as demonstrated 

in these beautiful mind-maps by Nachammai 

Venkatachalam .   
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Year 10 were urged to get out and about (safely) this week, exploring geography in their local areas 

and looking for evidence of economic change before writing up their findings, as expertly 

demonstrated in this work by Imaan Bhatti. These skills will prepare them for the fieldwork component 

of the geography GCSE course and also serves as a reminder that we can learn from the world around 

us, not just our laptops.   

The Year 11 and A-level geographers are busy working hard on a rich variety of topics from the 

geopolitics that affect oil prices (Year 11) to globalisation, water security, glaciation and regeneration 

(A-level students). The work they are producing continues to be of an exceptional quality and we are 

so proud of their commitment. We all look forward to having the opportunity to get back to our 

fieldwork when the time allows.  

Finally, Miss O’Carroll has created a fantastic 

set of challenges for all the students to 

complete during this lockdown, to continue 

developing their geographical skills and 

expertise. Upload pictures of anything you 

complete to the relevant class team (tagging 

your geography teacher) as we would love 

to see your efforts!   

Take care everyone  

Mrs Gilliam, Mr Towersey and Miss 

O’Carroll ☺   

  

   

Mental Health and Well-being 

The article below comes from MIND charity and shines light on the link 

between physical activity and positive mental health. This article gives insight 

into the range of activities that can be performed at home and outdoors.   

Physical activity and your mental health  

This article contain information about how physical activity can help your mental health, and tips for 

choosing an activity that works for you. Being physically active means sitting down less and moving 

our bodies more. Many people find that physical activity helps them maintain positive mental 

health, either on its own, or in combination with other treatments.  

There are many studies which have shown that doing physical activity can improve mental health. 

For example, it can help with:   

• better sleep – by making you feel more tired at the end of the day   

• happier moods – physical activity releases feel-good hormones that make you feel better in 

yourself and give you more energy   

• managing stress, anxiety or intrusive and racing thoughts – doing something physical releases 

cortisol which helps us manage stress. Being physically active also gives your brain something to 
focus on and can be a positive coping strategy for difficult times.   
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• better self-esteem – being more active can make you feel better about yourself as you improve 

and meet your goals   

• reducing the risk of depression – studies have shown that doing regular physical activity can reduce 

the likelihood of experiencing a period of depression   

• connecting with people – doing group or team activities can help you meet new and like-minded 

people and make new friends.  

Physical activities that can be done at home 

• Try to sit less – if you spend lots of time sitting down, try to get up and move around a bit every 
hour. If you’re worried you might forget, you could set an alarm to remind yourself.   

• Chair-based exercises – if you have mobility problems, a physical condition, or find it difficult 

spending time out of a chair, the NHS website has activity routines you can try while sitting down.   

• Play an active computer game – there are a few different gaming consoles you could try which 
involve actively moving your body while playing computer games.   

• Do exercises or stretches at home – the NHS website has lots of different routines, or you could try 

an exercise CD or DVD.   

• Do an online activity programme – there are lots of free, online exercise regimes designed for you 

to try at home, including everything from chair-based exercises to yoga and cardio workouts.   

• Do active household chores, like hoovering, tidying or DIY.   

• Include more activity in your day-to-day routine – run up the stairs instead of walking, carry your 

bags of shopping in one at a time or do some gentle stretching while you're watching TV.   

Physical activities for out and about 

• Walk a bit more – to work, to the shops, or to the end of the road and back.   

• Play a game in the park – for example, frisbee, tag or a game of catch.   

• Try a new sport, or join a team, group or exercise class – the Be Inspired website has lots of 

information about what different sports and activities are like, and how to get involved (please 

follow government guidelines on mixing with people outside your household during Covid-19 

restrictions).  

• Volunteer outdoors – The Conservation Volunteers and The Wildlife Trusts run outdoor 
volunteering projects around the (please follow government guidelines on mixing with people 

outside your household during Covid-19 restrictions).  

• Outdoors gyms – some local parks have free outdoors gym equipment you can use. You can try 

your local council website to find the location of any outdoor gyms near you.   

• Cycling – whether riding to the shops or to work, or going on long bike rides at the weekend, the 

Sustrans website has lots of ideas for routes and information about safe cycling to get you started.   

• Adventure gaming apps – some gaming apps are a great opportunity to explore outside.   
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• A mindful sport, such as yoga, pilates, tai chi or Nordic walking – the NHS website has information 

about what these involve and how to find classes.   

• Be active in nature – our information on nature and mental health has lots of ideas for getting 

active outdoors.   

Reference: www.mind.org.uk   

 

Safeguarding our staff and students during remote learning  

To keep our staff and students safe, parents should support 

pupils by: 

• Where possible providing children with a workspace 

that is in an appropriate area which is quiet, safe and 

free from distractions with an adult nearby if 

necessary.  Also ensuring that the workspace has a plain background for cameras if required. 

• Understanding that live lessons, including small groups or any tutorials/meetings with 

individuals, are recorded on Teams for teaching and learning and for safeguarding purposes. 

 

• Ensuring your child is dressed appropriately as should anyone else in the household. This does 

not have to be uniform but clothes appropriate for a school setting.  

• Having a discussion with your child about appropriate behaviour in a remote lesson. For 

example, treating other pupils with respect and waiting to be invited to speak, so that the 

same standards are maintained remotely as would be in a real classroom. 

• We ask that parents are not involved in the online learning to support pupil engagement and 

independence and to maintain a ‘normal’ classroom environment for all parties. 

• For any safeguarding concerns, you should contact your child’s Academic Mentor or House 

Leader or the school’s safeguarding team.  

• Students or parents may not record or screen-grab/photograph or share on public forums in 

regard to any interactive learning provided by Ditton Park Academy or in regard to any 

individual teachers or students.  This would be a breach of privacy of our staff and students.  

• We trust that all pupils will make the most of this opportunity to explore a new way of 
learning. Rewards systems continue as usual. Any form of cyberbullying, directed at any 
member of the community, including staff, will still be taken very seriously by the school. 

 

• It is vital that all children are logging onto our systems and are agreeing to follow these rules, 

so please do discuss these with your child so that we can safeguard all staff and students 

during remote education.  

We thank you for your ongoing support. 

 

DPA Lockdown Library  

 

Why should we read in lockdown? 

Escapism and distraction: Reading is a great way to completely block out any worries or anxieties 

about the current situation, and a chance to lose yourself in a different time, world, universe or reality. 
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Reflection: Literature is all about what it means to be human. Books can often teach us things about 

ourselves, allow us to see that our worries or anxieties are not just ours, and offer us advice about the 

complex business of our lives. 

 

To keep practicing an important skill: Reading is a crucial and important skill to help boost children’s 

attainment. Education research consistently tells us that children who read outside of school have an 

increased chance of achieving and succeeding in school. Like anything, the more you practice reading, 

the better you get at it! 

 
How can I access books in lockdown? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slough Library  There are lots of ways to keep reading without having to spend money buying books. 
Audio and eBooks are available for free via the school library Reading Cloud and from MyOn as 
detailed in the previous newsletter.   Slough public libraries offer plenty of different options for 
reading to suit all tastes. As well as E books and audio books they also offer a wide range of online 
magazines and comics online magazines and comics. It is easy to join and all resources are free. 
 
The Oak National Academy  The Oak National Academy and The National Literacy trust have recently 
launched a new virtual library where you can read or listen to books. So far, there has been Tracey 
Beaker by Jacqueline Wilson and The Girl who Stole an Elephant by Nizrana Farook, with more to 
come!  
  
BBC Sounds  BBC Sounds offer a range of books to listen to, including classic fiction titles.  Try listening 
to Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, the best Regency romance story. Or perhaps challenge yourself 
to read the original online? 
 
Author Websites   Many authors have brilliant websites and some have readings from their books or 
original short stories to listen to.  You can listen to Neil Gaiman reading his brilliant The Graveyard 
Book or turn out the lights and listen to a creepy story by RL Stine, the author of the Goosebumps 
books.  David Walliams, Anthony Horowitz and Tom Palmer are also offering free access to some of 
their excellent stories. So, let’s get reading! 
  
Building Vocabulary through Morphology 

What is Morphology?  Morphology is the study of parts of words to 

enable students to see common patterns. It centres around three 

building blocks of words: 

1. Roots: the base part of a word that carried its core meaning 

2. Prefixes: letters placed at the beginning of the word which alter 

the meaning 

3. Suffixes: letters placed at the end of the word which alter the 

meaning 

 

https://www.slough.gov.uk/libraries
https://www.slough.gov.uk/libraries/ereading?documentId=287&categoryId=20173
https://www.slough.gov.uk/libraries/emagazines-ecomics-and-online-newspapers/2?documentId=322&categoryId=20173
http://www.slough.gov.uk/libraries/My-library-membership
https://library.thenational.academy/
https://library.thenational.academy/spend-time-with-tracy-beaker-and-jacqueline-wilson/
https://library.thenational.academy/spend-time-with-tracy-beaker-and-jacqueline-wilson/
https://library.thenational.academy/steal-an-elephant-with-nizrana-farook/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/category/audiobooks
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/series/p07lbwz9
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1342
https://www.mousecircus.com/videos
https://www.mousecircus.com/videos
http://rlstine.com/rainy-night-theater
http://rlstine.com/rainy-night-theater
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/watch-and-listen/
https://www.anthonyhorowitz.com/extras/young-readers
https://tompalmer.co.uk/free-reads/
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How does it help students?  Morphology is particularly powerful for enabling students to decipher 

words they may not know by breaking them down e.g. the word ‘therm’ relates to heat. Can you work 

out what thermal, thermometer and thermos might mean? 

 

Word/Prefix of the Week  A prefix is a letter or a group of letters attached to the beginning of a word 

that partly indicates its meaning.  For example, the word prefix itself begins with a prefix –pre, which 

generally means ‘before’. 

Our prefix of the week is ‘dyna’, which has Greek origins. When you see ‘dyna’ in front of a word, it is 

related to power or strength. 

Vocabulary strategies 

- Can you break down the word to work out its meaning? 

- Can you create a word web using this same prefix? 

- Which other prefixes do you know? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommended Audio Books of the Week 

 Book Blurb  
 
 
 

 
Maxwell is always in trouble. He's a total menace to his teachers and big sister, but 
has a soft side, too: he rescued his dog, Monster, from being run over and checks 
on his elderly neighbour after school. One day, while looking through a mysterious 
cabinet of curiosities, Maxwell finds himself erased from his life: it's as if he's never 
been born. At first, being able to walk around without being yelled at is great, but 
Maxwell starts to miss his old life. And, if he'd never existed, then he wouldn't 
have swooped Monster out of the path of that car... 
  

 
Recommended 
for Year 7 
The Day I was 
Erased 

 
 
 

 
It starts with a plane crash. 
There are survivors: a teenage girl and her little brother. They are running from 
something. But what? 
Then the men arrive. They are hunting the girl and boy. And- 
And that's all we can tell you ... 
 
 

 
Recommended 
for Year 8 
Nowhere on 
Earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=8o4C7siASbA&list=PLfWw_AneGN0yuTC75X7vLcDwX0IBqKhwW&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=8o4C7siASbA&list=PLfWw_AneGN0yuTC75X7vLcDwX0IBqKhwW&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=erlAW-7B_-E&list=PLfWw_AneGN0zE5pDLS4SmIPNRQBCEP_OW&index=45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=erlAW-7B_-E&list=PLfWw_AneGN0zE5pDLS4SmIPNRQBCEP_OW&index=45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8o4C7siASbA&list=PLfWw_AneGN0yuTC75X7vLcDwX0IBqKhwW&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erlAW-7B_-E&list=PLfWw_AneGN0zE5pDLS4SmIPNRQBCEP_OW&index=45
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In The Outsider, Camus explores the alienation of an individual who refuses to 
conform to social norms.  
Meursault, his anti-hero, will not lie. When his mother dies, he refuses to show his 
emotions simply to satisfy the expectations of others. And when he commits a 
random act of violence on a sun-drenched beach near Algiers, his lack of remorse 
compounds his guilt in the eyes of society and the law.  
Yet he is as much a victim as a criminal.  
 
 

 
Recommended 
for Year 9 
The Outsider 

 
 
 

 
Guy Montag is a fireman. In his world, where television rules and literature is on 
the brink of extinction, firemen start fires rather than put them out. His job is to 
destroy the most illegal of commodities, the printed book, along with the houses 
in which they are hidden.  
Montag never questions the destruction and ruin his actions produce, returning 
each day to his bland life and wife, Mildred, who spends all day with her 
television 'family'. But then he meets an eccentric young neighbour, Clarisse, 
who introduces him to a past where people did not live in fear and to a present 
where one sees the world through the ideas in books instead of the mindless 
chatter of television. 
When Mildred attempts suicide and Clarisse suddenly disappears, Montag begins 
to question everything he has ever known. 
 
  

 
Recommended 
for Year 10 
Fahrenheit 451 

 

Winston Smith works for the Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip 
One. Big Brother stares out from every poster, the Thought Police uncover 
every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with Julia, he discovers that 
life does not have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to new 
possibilities. Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle overhead, 
Winston and Julia begin to question the Party; they are drawn towards 
conspiracy. Yet Big Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind. For 
those with original thoughts they invented Room 101. 

Recommended 
for Year 11 
1984 

 
 

Accelerated Reader  

As you know, we have been using the Accelerated Reader (AR) program in Years 7 and 8. So far, there 
have been over 200 reading quizzes taken and a fantastic 5,222,359 words read in total! 
 
This week in the spotlight are our amazing pupils who have read over 10, 000 words! What a fantastic 
achievement! Congratulations and keep reading! 
 

Shivlal Dhondi 
Kavin Ravikumar  
Fatema Defairi 
Hafsah Qayum 
William Gavin 
Aya Hamadi 
Intisar Ali 
Holly Grange 
Kara Bains 
Anais Feron 
Basant Kaur 

Halima Salim 
Aleena Faizal 
Arohi Kulkarni 
Abdullah Shaisha 
Imaan Rauf 
Naman Bhanot 
Sujal Vandre 
Angel Agnihotri 
Zakaria Janjua 
Yuvraj Sangha 
Japjit Kaur 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=JbPk4hXylbE&list=PLfWw_AneGN0zwPv_-HAyMH1SjjHEyTyvH&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=NjrlJphnvsc&list=PLfWw_AneGN0y6LHaXUcfvgKtIEBcMrpmQ&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqLliarGpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbPk4hXylbE&list=PLfWw_AneGN0zwPv_-HAyMH1SjjHEyTyvH&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjrlJphnvsc&list=PLfWw_AneGN0y6LHaXUcfvgKtIEBcMrpmQ&index=16
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Deacon Wood 
Ibby Niaz 
Aksith Sathishkumar 
Jamie Mifsud 
Mycah Masikito 
Riya Shukla-Hargun 
 

 

 

Lockdown Learning: A moment for 

metacognition  

A brief reminder – What is 

metacognition?  Imagine you are 

training for a marathon – Your 

ultimate goal is to run 23.6 miles. But 

that doesn’t mean you’re going to 

put on your running shoes, step out 

of your front door and start sprinting 

at full speed. You’ll make a plan. You’ll set up a training schedule. You’ll run for different periods of 

time in different conditions. Eventually, you’ll give that marathon length route a try. Perhaps you’ll 

fail, perhaps you won’t but you’ll take the trial run as an opportunity to evaluate what’s working in 

your training plan and what isn’t. Then you’ll change your plan to suit what is needed to do better 

next time. Essentially, this is metacognition. Metacognition allows a learner to pause and evaluate to 

see if what they are doing to help them learn is effective. It can help you assess what you’re learning 

at school, see if you can remember the information that you’re being taught and improve your 

understanding of a topic.  

 

 

Metacognition tip of the fortnight: Revision Clocks   

Revision clocks can be used to break down your revision for a particular subject. For example in 

English, you could break a revision clock down into key characters, key quotes, key themes etc. on a 

book that you are studying. In Geography, it could be everything you remember from different topics. 

In MFL, you could break it down into different words you can remember on different topics. 

Each section of the clock represents a different area of revision within a topic. Take a look at some 

examples below (you might even recognise your own work!) 
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Careers Events Coming Up 

Over the next couple of weeks students will be receiving 

emails and messages about these events – so be on the 

look-out for reminders of how to sign up and attend. 

Attending these events is compulsory for students in the 

affected year-groups, so there will be no subject lessons at 

these times. If you want more information, email Mr Harvey via a.harvey@dittonparkacademy.co.uk. 

Year Dates Description 

For more information about how to revise 

using revision clocks, take a look here: 

https://www.resourceaholic.com/2016/05/re

visionclocks.html 

mailto:a.harvey@dittonparkacademy.co.uk
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7 
Fri 5th Feb 12:50 - 

13:30 

What might you want to do when you grow up? How do you start thinking 

about it? 

This event will give Year 7 students the opportunity to meet business people 

from a variety of industries – and explain how it’s never too early to be thinking 

about your future aspirations.  

At the event, Year 7 students will be given access to a bespoke careers website 

that they can use to explore their options further. 

8 
Mon 8th Feb 

11:00 - 13:30 

How should you start the process of deciding your GCSE options? 

This event provides Year 8 students with independent advice and guidance 

from careers professionals – helping them to think through the courses on 

offer, and how to go about deciding what to study. 

12 

Thurs 11th Feb 

11:00 - 13:30 

 

 

1:15-2:15pm 

Fri 26th Feb 

Fri 5th March 

Fri 12th March 

Fri 19th March 

How do I explore a career area in more depth? 

This event will support Year 12 students as they explore the transition from 

school onto University or the workplace – giving you the chance to meet with 

a wide range of professionals within 4 specific career areas – meeting 

panellists, hearing about their personal journey and career path, and the 

opportunity to ask Live Q&A. 

Following the event on Thurs 11st Feb, Year 12 students will attend 2 additional 

sessions of their choice from the following:  

• Medical / Healthcare  

• Legal / Public services (e.g. council / prison / politics / police)  

• Arts (e.g. media / marketing / design & graphics / architecture)  

• Science / Psychology 

11 
Fri 25th Feb 

14:00 – 15:00 

Where will my next steps take you? 

This event will give Year 11 students the opportunity to speak to and hear from 

local employers – finding out what sorts of skills and qualifications they look 

for in future employees. 

The Work-Ready Club 

The Work-Ready Club is the first ever virtual 
monthly networking opportunity for young 
people aged 16-19 in Slough. It is a great way 
to meet a new network of business people 
and peers who can share their experience 
with you and help you develop the skills and 
the confidence to make your first steps in the 
workplace.  All you need to join is access to 
the internet. Register your interest here. 

 
Apprenticeship Opportunities 
 

https://www.learningtowork.org.uk/the-work-ready-club/
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Tuesday 9th February 11.10am - National Apprenticeship Week “Big Assembly”, an opportunity to hear 
about apprenticeships and traineeships and have Live Q&A with a panel of experts. 
Apprenticeship opportunities with BT have opened, with placements ranging from Level 2 – Level 6. 
Opportunities range from Customer Service to IT & Technical Support, Software Development, Sales, 
Electronics, Network Design and more. 
 

Developing Employability Skills 
 

Free digital courses to develop your employability skills, including  

• Assertiveness, 

• Communication,  

• Dealing with Conflict,  

• Dealing with Stress & Anxiety,  

• Developing a Career Strategy,  

• Email Etiquette,  

• Secrets of Body 
Language,  

• Applications & Interviews,  

• Behaviour for the Workplace, 

• Introduction to Industries

All courses are certified by the CPD, and receive certificates upon completion. Sign up here. 
 

Year 11-13 Snow Competition 
 

After a few tough few weeks, it was great to hear about students and staff enjoying the recent bout 
of snow, taking the opportunity for some very precious well-being moments. Thank you to those who 

sent in pictures for the Year 11, 12 and 13 mini House Competition. You were all 
awarded Achievement points! Here were some of the best entries: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Snow-storming ahead 
with our first entry: Mrs 
Garg 

4 Not to be outdone, Ammar Javed 
(Y12) on snow patrol with his huskie! 

6 Charlotte Hall (Y13) – where’s that carrot! Has 
it been put on a snowman! 

5 Leena Nojoum (Y13) – post box 
library – reading in enchanted forest. 

2 Whilst Abudullah Ansari 
(Y11) says” Mrs I went to 
get some hot karak chai 
from the Auntie’s and I 

3 Thank you Magda Ziolkowska (Y11)  – you really 
should play fetch! Look at those imploring eyes! 

https://www.bigassembly.org/?mc_cid=9cbb4ec43d&mc_eid=%5bUNIQID%5d
https://www.bt.com/careers/early-careers/apprentices?&utm_source=SuccessatSchool&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=apprentices2021&goal=0_65c6d67e71-b8b3b5682b-212089196&mc_cid=b8b3b5682b&mc_eid=3cc364cdc8&mc_cid=9cbb4ec43d&mc_eid=%5bUNIQID%5d
http://yourgameplan.co.uk/register/
http://yourgameplan.co.uk/register/
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Corona Quilt 

2020 had been an unprecedented year full of unique challenges for everyone in 
many different ways due to the pandemic. 
 

The continued coronavirus crisis which has now seen us in lockdown and subjected 
us to many restrictions for nearly a year, has meant that we have had to adjust to 
our way of living. Despite all this, the pandemic has shown community spirit, where 
people have rallied together to work and support each other at a social distance, showing strength 
and resilience. 
 

Here at DPA we wanted to record and share the spirit of the community through the visual medium 
of Textiles and Art by collectively producing a “Lockdown Textile CoronaQuilt”.  
 
The “Lockdown CoronaQuilt” will be made up of a series of fabric squares, each telling its own story 
of the makers’ personal experience during the lockdown and restrictions.  The individual squares will 
be constructed together to create a large quilt display.  
 
The project is being rolled out in stages and within the next few weeks and months it will be offered 
to all pupils, teachers and parents/carers who would like to get involved. 

 
After February half term the project will be rolled out to year 7 pupils. 
 
The project has already been warmly welcomed, as can be seen from the 
examples here which show quilt squares produced by some year 10 pupils and 
staff. 

  

Some examples of fabric squares produced by Year 10 
pupils and by staff and their families. 
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Calendar notices 

Upcoming dates for your Diary 

Date Year Group(s) Event 

Friday 5th February Year 7 Assembly with Learning to Work (12.50-1.30pm) 

Monday 8th February Year 8 GCSE Options Workshop (Learning to Work) 
11.00am-1.30pm 

Thursday 11th February Year 12 Next Steps Programme (Learning to Work) 11am-
1pm 

Monday 15th February – 
Friday 19th February 

ALL Spring Half Term Break 

Thursday 25th February Year 8 GCSE Options Evening 

Monday 1st March 
 

All Student Progress Review Day (All day) 
DPA World Book Week 

Thursday 4th March 
 

All English Showcase Evening 5.30pm 
World Book Day 

Friday 5th March Year 12 Next Steps Programme (Learning to Work) 

Thursday 11th March Year 9 Thinking Ahead Workshop (Learning to Work) 
1.30pm – 2.50pm 

 

Lockdown Poem 

The nation has changed by so much these past twelve months, yet there was one man who touched 

all of our lives in the most inspiring and remarkable way.  Captain Sir Tom Moore died this week at the 

age of 100.  Having led an astonishing life, he chose to spend his final year in the most extraordinary 

way, raising almost £34 million pounds for the NHS, with his selfless act of physical endurance, despite 

his physical condition.  He showed us the best of humanity and reminded us that ‘tomorrow will be a 

good day’, his philosophy for living life with an optimist’s gaze.  Captain Sir Tom had a message for us 

all: ‘For all those people who are finding it difficult at the moment: the sun will shine on you again and 

the clouds will go away’.   We end this Newsletter with the lines from the song he went to number 1 

in the charts with, from Oscar Hammerstein’s lyrics ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stay in touch 

Please do stay in touch via our Twitter feed @DPASlough and our school email 

office@dittonparkacademy.co.uk    

mailto:office@dittonparkacademy.co.uk
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Stay safe and stay well.  


